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ICT as IT is...

Nlll11ber
PortabilitywithoutInterconnect
Houses'll
BeChaotic
-Nnamani
requests would be delayed and denied.

Use of Interconnect Houses by Telecom
..
Operators
Ikechukwu Nnamam, presIdent/CEO of Medalhon CommumcatlOns LImIted
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ES, telecom operators are beginning to
.
realize and really appreciate the value and
importance of mterconnect houses 1D the
industry. At least in Lagos currently, Medallion
is connected with pretty much all the operators
available - GSM, CDMA and fixed lines - and
we are geuing patronage from each of them
both in receiving and sending trafficfrom them
to other operators.
Interconnect
Houses and Billing
Issues
..
.
From the begmnmg, the mam reason why
interconnect houses were created was to.
address these issues of interconnect
ind~btedness. reconciliation and settlement.
It is an integral part of our service offering. In
Medallion for instance, there are no disputes
amongst operators connected on our network.

demonstrate to aU the partIes that the re?Ords
are a~curate. That has been the expenence
on ~u,r network. I wo~]d ~ot say that our
p~slt~on or record IS fllla~, only that
hlstoncally, there has been no dispute around
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pretty m~cli ~omg ~o~ seen a~~ additIonal

The

the records

class. of ser~i1ce wlthm the eXl.stmg class of

reason

is simple

-

as an interconnect

point, you generate an independent call records
which would always be used for dispute
resolution and arbitration. Also, you are able
to differentiate and mediate on each type of
traffic Jhat comes through your network, So.
becaus'e-youhave the right interconnect billing
infrastructure, it is easier for you to handle
bil~ing, and settlement;
and these "are
infrastructures-that some of the operata
nothave~;That"is why YO\lfind one 0
claiming ~at":histi~f~a~!tt:ic
-

~

Ultimately,thesubscriberis goingto be the
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one to suffer and he may not have the records.
It would ,be the subscriber's word against the

. ...

operators. In other parts of the world,It IS
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never the same operator that owns the
subscriber, which handles the movement of
the
subscriber
to independent
another network
always
handled by
bodies.- it is

m. t
UlS, lSSOUT!,as we, as mte
tates navy, trateglc Ba IStlC MISSIleS
Defense Programme for whIch he was awarded a U,mted States Navy plaque for
outstanding work. In this interview with hiJary olreke, Nnamani
spoke on a
range .afissues around interconnect.

Legal Issues around Interconnection
Interconnect is a regulatory requirement,
it. is mandatory
that all operators
mterconnect ~.ong t~emselve.s: The major
reason for thiS IS anu+compeutlOD because
the regulator wants to ensure that no one
dominant operator in the industry holds
others to ransom. So. there is simply a
reguJatory requirement that an operators must
interconnect with one another; and for
inte~connect operators, that regulatory
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we have
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and

presented to operators.
Inte.r~onnect
Houses and Number
Portablhty
.
We have mad~ a presen~atJon ~o,the
~egulators that ~lthout havmg ef~l~le~t
mterconnect services;. number portabIhty IS

~
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service that we offer. So, Interconnect
operat~~s ro;efully prepared to offer number
porta~dlty and we trul~ ~ope to b~ able to
!llakeltas~~lesstransltIonforthe1Ddustry
If our service ISfully embraced.

requirement

is equally

paramount.

Once an

interconnect
operator
demands' for
interconnect. the regulation requires that that
request be honoured by the operator to whom
the request is made. Going beyond the
regulatory requirement and looking at it from
the. commercial angle; using the service of
an lOtercoonect operator has a lot benefits
for a telecom operator. Even if there were
., no regulatory requirement,
any smart
"::~ppeFatorwould embrace it because it helps
":;th~~~Eto
reduce-:-tbecosf of their operation
considering the"nUmberof interconnect links
""that-treedto be put in place; resolve issues
ling disputes and reconciliation, and
.
:Any
.

Interconnect
House
Operator A sends calls to operator B
through the interconnect point, three call
records are generated for e'ach of the call.
Operator A generates a call record, whi,
might start counting when the trunk
operator B generates his own call reca

s can function

gabout infrastructure sharing

That

would

enable

you to know

- what

ns to share your interconnect
ffnr.:~~nnect
cture with
operator
othersoffers
in a cost
you is
effective
simply
-"way. At the end of the day, your savings in
cost could run into hundreds of millions of
Naira.
Interconnect
Houses and Emerging
Mobile Currency Trend

answered, So, you notice there is g~ing_1
difference,in timing,from.the pOinL,of,
and point of, termination;" a difference:
cali records betWeen the trunk time the; trunk is seized - and the talk time - whirl;:
you actually have conversations, which shotdd";
be used for accurate hilling of calls. What the .'.
clearing house does is reconcile both. On
Medallion's switch for instance, we generate
both the trunk time and the talk time, and
what is usedf~r_billing is talk time. not trunk
time. We jlreable--todiffe.c,entiate both and
show them to,"~perators<irt!r~a~eone of them
says his own':~iineisdiffere~t~whereby he is
probably.;assuming,the trunk time for his
billing. W'Pavyoll notice most is that as long
as you d6'not have that independent record to
fall back on, which is able to record the
differences between the talk and trunk time;
you are going to have disputes. So, that is one
of the ways we have been able to resolve
disputes considering that can records bear time,
of call, duration of call, the numbering plans t
for both originating
and terminating
that "this is an MTN call going to Zoom or
Starcomms." You should also be able to
differentiate when someone is just flashing
from when he is actually trying to make a
call. Those short duration calls shonld not be
counted. and we are able to separate. all that
throngh billing and reconciliation. That is how
we are able to prevent disputes.
Clearing Houses' Records Final?
Not necessarily. We would not want to put
it in a militant way; we would rather say that a
fact is a fact. As long as you ~ave accurate
information that you can prove is accurate,
then parties are obliged to honour it. Again as
I said. the beauty of calls going through an
interconnect point is that you have'- three
records - originating records, terminating
records and the records from the clearing
house. It is hardly possible for one to see these
three-,;;recordsdifferent from each other, and
withG.,Mddallioo's kind of interconnect
R,lattbtm\ i("becomes
a: lot easier to

1nec.t,L,..
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he might start counting when the ,"-

operators.

efficiently.

~
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Medallion is at the forefront of ' the

.

-not going to work, It is,simple

~

you.need

independent transparent entities to handle
number portability, and in Nigeria today, it is
interconnect operators that have that ability
and capability because we already have the
links to operators, and are independent,
transparent and not in competition with any
entity. We have no reason not to honour a
request by a subscriber to move from one
network to another. I say tb.is not from the
Medallion
viewpoint
but from the
interconnect operator class of licence point
of view - the industry would be much better.
the implementation of",nu
'ility
would be more efficien
ough
the interconnect oper
have
the infrastructure
e ability to
offer the service Jly, it is no
different from w
)"d6ing; it is

".d ".,..

promotion of mobile banking. We currently
have a number of the mohile groups trying
to work with us. For mobile banking to
function properly, there must be a seamless
interface between the banks and the operators
and that kind of interface cannot be handled
on a pair-to.pair basis. The interconnect
operator makes it faster for mobile banking
to be implemented across the various
networks. We have been at the forefront of
this and we try to promote it believing that
it is one of the" ways to bridge the divide
between the banks and the teleos- We know
that there are now more telecom subscribers
than account holders in the banks. So, there
is a huge market and opportunity here: It is
also a global trend, and Nigeria cannot be
left behind. There is a huge sector Qf the
population that is still unbanked ancl.this
sector cannot afford banking services th~ way
they are offered today. Mobile banking
focuses on driving down the cost of providing
services to be able to reach the unbanked.
What a company like Medallion has done is
to be very ac.tive in that space and put £he
Number
Portability
without
necessary infrastructure in place to m*ke it
Interconnect
Houses
.
happen in a cost effective way for the b;anks,
It is going to be chaotic! Again, if you
operators and most importantly. the
have pair-to-pair (when operator A directJy the
subscribers. We at Medallion just play the
connects to operator B), and a subscriber on
role of a platform provider to enable I11:obile
operator A's network sends him a request to
banking. Without an interconnect house, it
be migrated to operator B's network, chances
means that each of the banks and opei'ators
are that that request would not be honoured
would set up a separate link to one another,
because the operator would not want to lose
his customers. and so will do all he can to and if you do the permutation, that would be
a lot of links! You should also knoW that
stop that subscriber. Number portability is
banks are not operators and vice versa. so
just not going to work unless you have
somebody has to handle that int~rface
independent bodies handling it; the request
between both of them to ensure that they
to be ported must be handled by an
'speak the same language.' lntercopnect
independent body that is not the operator
operators are needed to provide aC4urate
whom the subscriber wants to. move from,
That is the best way it is going to ~"ork, reconciliation. settlement and bilJing~ Call
records have to be generated and both p,arties
otherwise you would see anti-competition
have to be convinced that the dynamics of
taking over; it is just going to be inefficient,
i \.-;'#-, the transactions were handled accurat~ly.

